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The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment Nos.68 and 54 to Facility 
Operating License Nos. NPF-4 and NPF-7 for the North Anna Power Station, 
Units No. I and No. 2 (NA-1&2). The amendments revise the Technical 
Specifications (TS) in response to your letter dated March 11, 1985 (Serial 
No. 85-086).  

The amendments are effective within 30 days from date of issuance.  

The amendments revise the NA-1&2 TS by reducing the boron concentration in 
the boron injection tank and concentrated boric acid system. The minimum 
required boric acid concentration for the boron injection tank and the boric 
acid system is revised from a range of 11.5% to 13.0% (by weight) to a range 
of 7.4% to 9.0% (by weight). In addition, the minimum boric acid tank 
temperature is revised from 145°F to 115'F. Finally, the minimum boric acid 
tank inventory for both NA-1&2 is increased from 4,200 gallons to 6,000 
gallons.  

A copy of the Safety Evaluation is also enclosed. The notice of issuance will 
be included in the Commission's next bi-weekly Federal Register notice.  

Sincerely, 

/S/ 
Leon B. Engle, Project Manager 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing

Enclosure: 
1. Amendment No. 68 to NPF-4 
2. Amendment No. 54 to NPF-7 
3. Safety Evaluation

cc w/enclosures: 
See next page 
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UNITED STATES 
"NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

"0 ' WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

OLD DOMINION ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

DOCKET NO. 50-338 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 1 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No.68 

License No. NPF-4 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Virginia Electric and Power Company, 
et al., (the licensee) dated March 11, 1985, complies with the 
standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations 
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health 
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 
and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  
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2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Speci
fications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment, 
and paragraph 2.D.(2) of Facility Operating License No. NPF-4 is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B, 
as revised through Amendment No. 68 , are hereby incorporated 
in the license. The licensee shall operate the facility in 
accordance with the Technical Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective within 30 days from the date of issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Edward J. Butcher, Acting Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: September 9, 1985



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 68 

TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-4 

DOCKET NO. 50-338 

Replace the following pages of the Appendix "A" Technical Specifications 
with the enclosed pages as indicated. The revised pages are identified by 
amendment number and contain vertical lines indicating the area of change.  
The corresponding overleaf pages are also provided to maintain document 
completeness.  

Page 

3/4 1-1 
3/4 1-3 
3/4 1-8 
3/4 1-9 
3/4 1-15 
3/4 1-16 
3/4 5-7 
3/4 5-8 
3/4 9-1 
3/4 10-1 
B 3/4 1-3 
B 3/4 5-2



314.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 BORATION CONTROL 

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - Tav9 > 200OF 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be > 1.77% Ak/k.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2*, 3, and 4.  

ACTION: 

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN < 1.77% Ak/k, immediately initiate and continue 
boration at Z 10 gpm of 12,950 ppm boric acid solution or equivalent 
until the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be >1.77% Ak/k: 

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) 
and at least once per 12 hours thereafter while the rod(s) is 
inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is immovable or 
untrippable, the above required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased 
by an amount at least equal to the withdrawn worth of the 
immovable or untrippable control rod(s).  

b. When in MODES 1 or 2#, at least once per 12 hours by verifying 
that control bank withdrawal is within the limits of Specifica
tion 3.1.3.6.  

"c., When in MODE 2##, within 4 hours prior to achieving reactor 
criticality by verifying that the predicted critical control 
rod position is within the limits of Specification 3.1.3.6.  

See Special Test Exception 3.10.1 
#With Keff > .0 

##With Keff <1.0 

NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1 3/4 1-1 Amendment No. 68



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

d. Prior to initial operation above 5% RATED THERMAL POWER after 
each fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of e below, 
with the control banks at the maximum insertion limit of 
Specification 3.1.3.6.  

e. When in MODES 3 or 4, at least once per 24 hours by consideration 
of the following factors: 

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentration, 

2. Control rod position, 

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature, 

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation, 

5. Xenon concentration, and 

6. Samarium concentration.  

4.1.1.1.2 The overall core reactivity balance shall be compared to 
predicted values to demonstrate agreement within + 1% Ak/k at least once 
per 31 Effective Full Power Days EFPD). This comparison shall consider 
at least those factors stated in Specification 4.1.1.1.1.e, above.  
The predicted reactivity values shall be adjusted (normalized) to corre
spond to the actual core conditions prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of 
60 Effective Full Power Days after each fuel loading.

NORTH ANNA-UNIT I 3/4 1-2
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - T ava 200F 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be > 1.77% ak/k.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.  

ACTION: 

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN < 1.77% Ak/k, immediately initiate and 
continue boration at > 10 gpm of 12,950 ppm boric acid solution or 
equivalent until the Fequired SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be >1.77% Ak/k: 

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) 
and at least once per 12 hours thereafter while the rod(s) is 
inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is immovable or untrip
pable, the SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased by an amount at 
least equal to the withdrawn worth of the immovable or untrippable 
control rod(s).  

b. At least once per 24 hours by consideration of the following 

factors: 

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentration, 

2. Control rod position, 

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature, 

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation, 

5. Xenon concentration, and 

6. Samarium concentration.

NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1 Amendment No. 683/4 1-3



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORON DILUTION 

REACTOR COOLANT FLOW

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.3.1 The flow rate of reactor coolant through the reactor coolant 
system shall be > 3000 gpm whenever a reduction in Reactor Coolant System 
boron concentratTon is being made.  

APPLICABILITY: All MODES.  

ACTION: 

With the flow rate of reactor coolant through the reactor coolant system 
< 3000 gpm, immediately suspend all operations involving a reduction in 
boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.1.3.1 The flow rate of reactor coolant through the reactor coolant 
system shall be determined to be > 3000 gpm within one hour prior to the 
start of and at least once per hour during a reduction in the Reactor 
Coolant System boron concentration by either: 

a. Verifying at least one reactor coolant pump is in operation, 
or

b. Verifying that at 
plying L 3000 gpm

least one RHR pump is in operation and sup
through the reactor coolant system.

NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1

I
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.1.5 The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature, 
Tavg, shall be : 5410 F.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2#.  

ACTION: 

With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature, Tavg, < 541°F, 
restore Tavg to within Its limit within 15 minutes or be In HOT STANDBY 

within the next 15 minutes.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.1.5 The Reactor Coolant System temperature, Tavg, shall be determined 
to be > 541°F: 

a. Within 15 minutes prior to achieving reactor criticality, and 

b. At least once per 30 minutes when the reactor is critical and 
the Reactor Coolant System T is less than 547°F, with the 
Tavg - Tref Deviation Alarm Ri• reset.

NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1

#With Keff > 1.0.

3/4 1-7



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS 

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.2.1 As a minimum, one of the following boron injection flow paths 
shall be OPERABLE: 

a. A flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid 
transfer pump through a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant 
System if only the boric acid storage tank in Specification 
3.1.2.7a is OPERABLE, or 

b. The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a charging 
pump to the Reactor Coolant System if only the refueling water 
storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7b is OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.  

ACTION: 

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involv
ing CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one 
injection path is restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.2.1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demon
strated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of 
the heat traced portion of the flow path is > 115F when a flow 
path from the boric acid tanks is used.  

b. At least once per 31 days be verifying that each valve (manual, 
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, 
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct 
position.

NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1 Amendment No. 683/4 1-8



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - OPERATING

I TMTTTN( tONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 
OPERABLE:

Each of the following boron injection flow paths shall be

a. The flow path 
transfer pump 
System, and

b. The flow 
charging 

APPLICABILITY: MO0 

ACTION:

path 
pump

from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid 
and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant 

from the refueling water storage tank via a 
to the Reactor Coolant System.

DES 1, 2, 3 and 4

a. With the flow path from the boric acid tanks inoperable, 
restore the inoperable flow path to OPERABLE status within 
72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1.77% Ak/k at 200"F 
within the next 6 hours; restore the flow path to OPERABLE 
status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 
the next 30 hours.  

b. With the flow path from the refueling water storage tank 
inoperable, restore the flow path to OPERABLE status within 
one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours 
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 
OPERABLE:

Each of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of 
the heat traced portion of the flow path from the boric acid 
tanks is > l15°F.  

#Only'one boron injection flow path is required to be OPERABLE whenever 

the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less than or 
equal to 320°F.

Amendment No. 4,68
NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

I

3/4 1-9



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

b. At least once per 31 days.by verifying that each valve (manual, 
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, 
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct 
position.  

c. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that 
each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct 
position on a safety injection test signal.

INORTH ANNA-UNIT I 3/4 1-10



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.2.7 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall 
be OPERABLE: 

a. A boric acid storage system and associated heat tracing with: 

1. A minimum contained borated water volume of 1378 gallons, 

2. Between 12,950 and 15,750 ppm of boron, and 

3. A minimum solution temperature of 115 0 F.  

b. The refueling water storage tank with: 

1. A minimum contained borated water volume of 51,000 gallons, 

2. Between 2000 and 2100 ppm-of boron, and 

3. A minimum solution temperature of 35*F.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.  

ACTION: 

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving 
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one 
borated water source is restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.2.7 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 7 days by: 

1. Verifying the boron concentration of the water, 

2. Verifying the contained borated water volume of the tank, and 

3. Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature 
when it is the source of borated water.  

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature 
when it is the source of borated water and the outside air 
temperature is < 35 0F.

Amendment No. At' 68NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1 3/4 1-15



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 
IBORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2

APPLI 

ACTIO

.°8 Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE: 

a. A boric acid storage system and associated heat tracing with: 

1. A contained borated water volume of between 6000 and 
16,280 gallons, 

2. Between 12,950 and 15,750 ppm of boron, and 

3. A minimum solution temperature of 115°F.  

b. The refueling water storage tank with: 

1. A contained borated water volume of between 475,058 
and 487,000 gallons, 

2. Between 2000 and 2100 ppm of boron, and 

3. A solution temperature between 40°F and 50°F.  

CABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

'N: 

a. With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the 
storage system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in 
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and borated 
to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1.77% Ak/k at 200°F; 
restore the boric acid storage system to OPERABLE status 
within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the 
next 30 hours.  

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore 
the tank to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at 
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUT
DOWN within the following 30 hours.

I 

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Amendment No. ý, M.,68,NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1 3/4 1-16



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.4 BORON INJECTION SYSTEM

BORON INJECTION TANK

�TMTTTI�JI� rANflYTIAN �flR APFRATTAN
LTri * &UJ rnmnTT~n 4 r' o n prOA-.

3.5.4.1 The boron injection tank shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A contained borated water volume 
gallons,

of at least 900

b. Between 12,950 and 15,750 ppm of boron, and 

c. A minimum solution temperature of 115F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

With the boron injection tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE 
status within 1 hour or be in HOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN equivalent to 1.77% Ak/k at 200OF within the next 6 hours; restore 
the tank to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in HOT SHUTDOWN 
within the next 12 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.4.1 The boron injection tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by: 

a. Verifying the contained borated water volume at least once per 
7 days, 

b. Verifying the boron concentration of the water in the tank at 

least once per 7 days, and 

c. Verifying the water temperature at least once per 24 hours.

INORTH ANNA-UNIT 4

I

Amendment No. 68
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

HEAT TRACING 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.5.4.2 At least two independent channels of heat tracing shall be 
OPERABLE for the boron injection tank and for the heat traced portions of 
the associated flow paths.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.  

ACTION: 

With only one channel of heat tracing on either the boron injection tank 
or on the heat traced portion of an associated flow path OPERABLE, 
operation may continue for up to 30 days provided the tank and flow path 
temperatures are verified to be > 115 0 F at least once per 8 hours; 
otherwise, be in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.4.2 Each heat tracing channel for the boron injection tank and 
associated flow path shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 31 days by energizing each heat tracing 
channel, and 

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the tank and flow 
path temperatures to be > 115*F. The tank temperature 
shall be determined by measurement. The flow path temperature 
shall be determined by either measurement or recirculation flow 
until establishment of equilibrium temperatures within the 
tank.

3/4 5-8 Amendment No. 68NORTH ANNA-UNIT 1



3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.9.1 With the reactor vessel head unbolted or removed, the boron concen
tration of all filled portions of the Reactor Coolant System and the 
refueling canal shall be maintained uniform and sufficient to ensure that 
the more restrictive of the following reactivity conditions is met: 

a. Either a K of 0.95 or less, which includes a 1% Ak/k con
servative Iffowance for uncertainties, or 

b. A boron concentration of ' 2000 ppm, which includes a 50 ppm 

conservative allowance for uncertainties.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6*.  

ACTION: 

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immedi
ately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive 
reactivity changes and initiate and continue boratlon at ' 10 gpm of 
> 12,950 ppm boric acid solution or its equivalent until K is reduced to 
Z0.95 or the boron concentration is restored to > 2000 ppf, whichever is 
the more restrictive. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not 
applicable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.9.1.1 The more restrictive of the above two reactivity conditions shall 
be determined prior to: 

a. Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and 

b. Withdrawal of any full length control rod located within the 
reactor pressure vessel, in excess of 3 feet from its fully 
inserted position.  

4.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the reactor coolant system and the 

refueling canal shall be determined by chemical analysis at least once 
per 72 hours.  

* The reactor shall be maintained in MODE 6 when the reactor vessel 

head is unbolted or removed.  

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 9-1 Amendment No. 68



REFUELING OPERATIONS

INSTRUMENTATION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.2 As a minimum, two source range neutron flux monitors shall be 
operating, each with continuous visual indication in the control room 
and one with audible indication in the containment.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.  

ACTION: 

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, im
mediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive 
reactivity changes. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not 
applicable.

�Ill�U�TI I ANCF �FAttt�FMFWT�

.4.9.2 Each source range neutron flux 
OPERABLE by performance of:

monitor shall be demonstrated

a. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 7 days, and 

b. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within 8 hours prior to the initial 
start of CORE ALTERATIONS, and 

c. A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours during CORE AL
TERATIONS.

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 9-2
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may be 
suspended for measurement of control rod worth and SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
provided the readtigity equivalent to at least the highest estimated 
control rod worth is available for trip insertion from OPERABLE control 
rod(s).  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.  

ACTION: 

a. With any full length control rod not fully inserted and with less 
than the above reactivity equivalent available for trip insertion, 
initiate and continue boration at > 10 gpm of at least 12,950 ppm 
boric acid solution or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
required by Specification 3.1.1.1-Is restored.  

b. With all full length control rods inserted and the reactor sub
critical by less than the above reactivity equivalent, immediately 
initiate and continue boration at t 10 gpm of at least 12,950 ppm 
boric acid solution or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
required by Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.10.1.1 The position of each full length rod either partially or fully 
withdrawn shall be determined at least once per 2 hours.  

4.10.1.2 Each full length rod that is not fully inserted shall be 
demonstrated capable of full insertion when tripped from at least 50% 
withdrawn position within 24 hours prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
to less than the limits of Specification 3.1.1.1.

Amendment No.A, 63-NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1

• j
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

GROUP HEIGHT, INSERTION AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.10.2 The group height, insertion and power distribution limits of Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.3.6, 3.2.1 and 3.2.4 may be suspended 
during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided: 

a. The THERMAL POWER is maintained < 85% of RATED THERMAL POWER, 
and 

b. The limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are maintained 
and determined at the frequencies specified in Specification 
4.10.2.2 below.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.  

ACTION: 

With any of the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 or 3.2.3 being exceeded while the requirements of Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.3.6, 
3.2.1 and 3.2.4 are suspended, either: 

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER sufficient to satisfy the ACTION requirements of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, or 

b. Be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.10.2.1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be < 85% of RATED THERMAL POWER at least once per hour-during PHYSICS TESTS.  

4.10.2.2 The Surveillance Requirements of Specifications 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 

shall be performed at the following frequencies during PHYSICS TESTS: 

a. Specification 4.2.2 - At least once per 12 hours.  

b. Specification 4.2.3 - At least once per 12 hours.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES 

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

With the RCS average temperature above 2000 F, a minimum of two 
separate and redundant boron injection systems are provided to ensure 
single functional capability in the event an assumed failure renders one 
of the systems inoperable. Allowable out-of-service periods ensure that 
minor component repair or corrective action may be completed without 
undue risk to overall facility safety from injection system failures 
during the repair period.  

The boration capability of either system is sufficient to provide a 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN from expected operating conditions of 1.77% Ak/k after 
xenon decay and cooldown to 2000F. This expected boration capability 
requirement occurs at EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions 
and requires 6000 gallons of 12,950 ppm borated water from the boric 
acid storage tanks or 70,000 gallons of 2000 ppm borated water from the 
refueling water storage tank.  

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump to 
be OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement to verify all charging 
pumps except the required OPERABLE pump to be inoperable below 320OF 
provides assurance that a mass addition pressure transient can be 
relieved by the operation of a single PORV.  

With the RCS temperature below 200°F, one injection system is 
acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the 
stable reactivity condition of the reactor and the additional restric
tions prohibiting CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity change in the 
event the single injection system becomes inoperable.  

The boron capability required below 200OF is sufficient to provide 
a SHUTDOWN MARGIN of 1.77% Ak/k after xenon decay and cooldown from 200°F 
to 140 0F. This condition requires either 1378 gallons of 12,950 ppm 
borated water from the boric acid storage tanks or 9690 gallons of 2000 
ppm borated water from the refueling water storage tank.  

The contained water volume limits include allowance for water not 
available because of discharge line location and other physical character
istics. The OPERABILITY of one boron injection system during REFUELING 
insures that this system is available for reactivity control while in 
IODE 6.  
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES 

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the 
RWST also ensure a pH value of between 8.5 and 11.O for the solution 
recirculated within the containment after a LOCAo This pH minimizes the 
evolution of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic 
stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.  

At least one charging pump must remain operable at all times when the 
opposite unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. This is required to maintain the j 
charging pump cross-connect system operational.  

3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES 

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) acceptable power 
distribution limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is 
maintained, and (3) limit the potential effects of rod misalignment on 
associated accident analyses. OPERABILITY of the control rod position 
indicators is required to determine control rod positions and thereby 
ensure compliance with the control rod alignment and insertion limits.  

The ACTION statements which permit limited variations from the basic 
requirements are accompanied by additional restrictions which ensure 
that the original design criteria are met. Misalignment of a rod requires 
measurement of peaking factors or a restriction in THERMAL POWER; either 
of these restrictions provides assurance of fuel rod integrity during 
continued operation. In addition those accident analyses affected by 
a misaligned rod are reevaluated to confirm that the results remain valid 
during future operation.  

Control rod positions and OPERABILITY of the rod position indicators 
are required to be verified on a nominal basis of once per 12 hours with 
more frequent verifications required if an automatic monitoring channel 
is inoperable. These verification frequencies are adequate for assuring 
that the applicable LCO's are satisfied.  

The maximum rod drop time restriction is consistent with the assumed 
rod d~op time used in the accident analyses. Measurement with T 
> 500 F and with all reactor coolant pumps operating ensures tha"V9 

the measured drop times will be representative of insertion times 
experienced during a reactor trip at operating conditions.
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BASES 

3/4.5.1 ACCUMULATORS 

The OPERABILITY of each RCS accumulator ensures that a sufficient volume 
of borated water will be immediately forced into the reactor core through 
each of the cold legs in the event the RCS pressure falls below the 
pressure of the accumulators. This initial surge of water into the core 
provides the initial cooling mechanism during large RCS pipe ruptures.  

The limits on accumulator volume, boron concentration and pressure 
ensure that the assumptions used for accumulator injection in the safety 
analysis are met.  

The accumulator power operated isolation valves are considered to be 
"operating bypasses" in the context of- IEEE Std. 279-1971, which requires 
that bypasses of a protective function be removed automatically whenever 
permissive conditions are not met. In addition, as these accumulator 
isolation valves fail to meet single failure criteria, removal of power 
to the valves is required.  

The limits for operation with an accumulator inoperable for any reason 
except an isolation valve closed minimizes the time exposure of the 
plant to a LOCA event occurring concurrent with failure of an additional 
accumulator which may result in unacceptable peak cladding temperatures.  
If a closed isolation valve cannot be immediately opened, the full 
capability of one accumulator is not available and prompt action is 
required to place the reactor in a mode where this capability is not 
required.  

3/4.5.2 and 3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of two independent ECCS subsystems ensures that suf
ficient emergency core cooling capability will be available in the event 
of a LOCA assuming the loss of one subsystem through any single failure 
consideration. Either subsystem operating in conjunction with the 
accumulators is capable of supplying sufficient core cooling to limit 
the peak cladding temperatures within acceptable limits for all post
ulated break sizes ranging from the double ended break of the largest 
RCS cold leg pipe downward. In addition, each ECCS subsystem provides 
long term core cooling capability in the recirculation mode during the 
accident recovery period.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BASES 

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS (Continued) 

With the RCS temperature below 350 0 F, one OPERABLE ECCS subsystem is 
acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the 
stable reactivity condition of the reactor and the limited core cooling 
requirements.  

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump and one 
low head safety injection pump to be OPERABLE and the Surveillance 
Requirement to verify all charging pumps and low head safety injection 
pumps except the required OPERABLE pump to be inoperable below 3200 F 
provides assurance that a mass addition pressure transient can be 
relieved by the operation of a single PORVo 

The Surveillance Requirements provided-to ensure OPERABILITY of each 
component ensures that at a minimum, the assumptions used in the safety 
analyses are met and that subsystem OPERABILITY is maintained.  

3/4.5.4 BORON INJECTION SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the boron injection system as part of the ECCS 
ensures that sufficient negative reactivity is injected into the core to 
counteract any positive increase in reactivity caused by RCS system 
cooldown. RCS cooldown can be caused by inadvertent depressurization, a 
loss-of-coolant accident or a steam line rupture.  

The limits on injection tank minimum contained volume and boron concentra
tion ensure that the assumptions used in the steam line break analysis are 
met.  

The OPERABILITY of the redundant heat tracing channels associated with the 
boron injection system ensure that the solubility of the boron solution 
•ill be maintained above the solubility limit of lll°F at 15,750 ppm 
boron.
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0 o- UNITED STATES 
0 )NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

OLD DOMINION ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

DOCKET NO. 50-339 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 54 
License No. NPF-7 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Virginia Electric and Power Company, 
et al., (the licensee) dated March 11, 1985, complies with the 
standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations 
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health 
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 
and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.



-2-

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Speci
fications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment, 
and paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility Operating License No. NPF-7 is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications 
as revised through Amendment 
in the license. The licensee 
accordance with the Technical

contained in Appendices A and B, 
No. 54 , are hereby incorporated 
shall operate the facility in 
Specifications.

3. This license amendment is effective within 30 days from the date of issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Edward J. Butcher, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: September 9, 1985

azý79



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO.54 

TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-7 

DOCKET NO. 50-339 

Replace the following pages of the Appendix "A" Technical Specifications 
with the enclosed pages as indicated. The revised pages are identified by 
amendment number and contain vertical lines indicating the area of change.  
The corresponding overleaf pages are also provided to maintain document 
completeness.  

Page 

3/4 1-1 
3/4 1-3 
3/4 1-8 
3/4 1-9 
3/4 1-13 
3/4 1-14 
3/4 5-8 
3/4 5-9 
3/4 9-1 
3/4 10-1 
B 3/4 1-3 
B 3/4 5-2
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3/4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 BORATION CONTROL 

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - Tavg GREATER THAN 2000F 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to 1.77% ak/k.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2*, 3, and 4.  

ACTION: 

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 1.77% delta k/k, immediately initiate and 
continue boration at greater than or equal to 10 gpm of a solution containing 
greater than or equal to 12,950 ppm boron or equivalent until the required 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be greater than or equal 
to 1.77% delta k/k: 

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) and 
at least once per 12 hours thereafter while the rod(s) is inoperable.  
If the inoperable control rod is immovable or untrippable, the above 
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased by an amount at least 
equal to the withdrawn worth of the immovable or untrippable control 
rod(s).  

b. When in MODE 1 or MODE 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0, 

at least once per 12 hours by verifying that control bank withdrawal 
is within the limits of Specification 3.1.3.6.  

c. When in MODE 2 with Keff less than 1.0, within 4 hours prior to 

achieving reactor criticality by verifying that the predicted 
critical control rod position is within the limits of 
Specification 3.1.3.6.  

See Special Test Exception 3.10.1
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

d. Prior to initial operation above 5% RATED THERMAL POWER after 
each fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of e below, with 
the control banks at the maximum insertion limit of Specification 
3.1.3.6.  

e. When in MODES 3 or 4, at least once per 24 hours by consideration of 
the following factors: 

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentration, 

2. Control rod position, 

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature, 

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation, 

5. Xenon concentration, and 

6. Samarium concentration.  

4.1.1.1.2 The overall core reactivity balance shall be compared to predicted 
values to demonstrate agreement within + 1% ak/k at least once per 31 Effective 
Full Power Days (EFPD). This compariso7 shall consider at least those factors 
stated in Specification 4.l.l.l.l.e, above. The predicted reactivity values 
shall be adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the actual core conditions 
prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of 60 Effective Full Power Days after each 
fuel loading.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - Tavg LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 200OF

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to 1.77% delta k/k.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.  

ACTION: 

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 1.77% delta k/k, immediately initiate and 
continue boration at greater than or equal to 10 gpm of a solution containing 
greater than or equal to 12,950 ppm boron or equivalent until the required 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.1.2 
to 1.77%

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be greater than or equal 
delta k/k:

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) and 
at least once per 12 hours thereafter while the rod(s) is inoperable.  
If the inoperable control rod is immovable or untrippable, the 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased by an amount at least equal to 
the withdrawn worth of the Immovable or untrippable control rod(s).  

b. At least once per 24 hours by consideration of the following factors: 

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentration, 

2. Control rod position, 

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature, 

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation, 

5. Xenon concentration, and 

6. Samarium concentration.

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORON DILUTION 

VALVE POSITION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.1.3 The following valves shall be locked, sealed or otherwise secured in 
the closed position except during planned boron dilution or makeup activities: 

a. 2-CH-140 or 

b. 2-CH-160, 2-CH-156, FCV-2114B and FCV-2113B.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6.  

ACTION: 

With the above valves not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in the closed 
position: 1) suspend all operations involving positive reactivity changes or 
CORE ALTERATIONS, 2) lock, seal or otherwise secure the valves in the closed 
position within 15 minutes, and 3) verify that the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is greater 
than or equal to 1.77% delta k/k within 60 minutes.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.1.3 The above listed valves shall be verified to be locked, sealed or 
otherwise secured in the closed position within 15 minutes after a planned 
boron dilution or makeup activity.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.1.5 The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature, Tavg, 

shall be greater than or equal to 5410 F.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2#*.  

ACTION: 

With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature, Tavg, less than 

541°F, restore Tavg to within its limit within 15 minutes or be in HOT STANDBY 

within the next 15 minutes.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.1.5 The Reactor Coolant System temperature, Tavg, shall be determined to 
be greater than or equal to 541°F: 

a. Within 15 minutes prior to achieving reactor criticality, and 

b. At least once per 30 minutes when the reactor is critical and the 
Reactor Coolant System Tavg is less than 5470F, with the Tavg - Tref 

Deviation Alarm not reset.  

#With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0..  

See Special Test Exception 3.10.3.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS 

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.2.1 As a minimum, one of the following boron injection flow paths shall 
be OPERABLE: 

a. A flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pump 
through a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System if only the 
boric acid storage tank in Specification 3.l.2.7.a. is OPERABLE, or 

b. The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a charging 
pump to the Reactor Coolant System if only the refueling water 
storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7.b. is OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.  

ACTION: 

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving 
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one injection 
path is restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.2.1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of the 
heat traced portion of the flow path is greater than or equal to 115°F 
when a flow path from the boric acid tanks is used.  

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, 
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, 
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

3/4 1-8 Amendment No. 54
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

FLOW PATHS - OPERATING 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.2.2 At least two of the following three boron injection flow paths shall 
be OPERABLE: 

a. The flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer 
pump and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System.  

b. Two flow paths from the refueling water storage tank via charging 

pumps to the Reactor Coolant System.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 

ACTION: 

With only one of the above required boron injection flow paths to the 
Reactor Coolant System OPERABLE, restore at least two boron injection 
flow paths to the Reactor Coolant System to OPERABLE status within 72 
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
equivalent to at least 1% delta k/k at 200*F within the next 6 hours; 
restore at least two flow paths to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days 
or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.2.2 Each of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of the 
heat traced portion of the flow path from the boric acid tanks is 
greater than or equal to 115°F when it is a required water source.  

#Only one boron injection flow path is required to be OPERABLE whenever 
the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less than or 
equal to 340°F.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, 
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, 
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct 
position.  

c. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that each 
automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct position on 
a safety injection test signal.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BORATED WATER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.2.7 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be 
OPERABLE: 

a. A boric acid storage system and at least one associated heat tracing 

system with: 

1. A minimum contained borated water volume of 1378 gallons, 

2. Between 12,950 and 15,750 ppm of boron, and 

3. A minimum solution temperature of 1150F.  

b. The refueling water storage tank with: 

1. A minimum contained borated water volume of 51,000 gallons, 

2. Between 2000 and 2100 ppm of boron, and 

3. A minimum solution temperature of 35 0 F.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.  

ACTION: 

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE 
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one borated water 
source is restored to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.2.7 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 7 days by: 

I. Verifying the boron concentration of the water, 

2. Verifying the contained borated water volume of the tank, and 

3. Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature when 
it is the source of borated water.  

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when it 
is the source of borated water and the outside air temperature is 
less than 35 0 F.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.2.8 As a minimum, the following borated water source(s) shall be OPERABLE 
as required by Specification 3.1.2.2: 

a. A boric acid storage system and at least one associated heat tracing 
system with: 

1. A contained borated water volume of between 6000 and 16,280 
gallons, 

2. Between 12,950 and 15,750 ppm of boron, and 

3. A minimum solution temperature of 115°F.  

b. The refueling water storage tank with: 

1. A contained borated water volume of between 475,058 and 487,000 
gallons, 

2. Between 2000 and 2100 ppm of boron, and 

3. A solution temperature between 40°F and 50°F.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

ACTION: 

a. With the boric acid storage system inoperable and being used as one 
of the above required borated water sources, restore the storage 
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT 
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
equivalent to at least 1.77% Ak/k at 200'F; restore the boric acid 
storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in 
COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.  

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank 
to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY 
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 
30 hours.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - Tavg LESS THAN 35OF 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.3.1 The ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE per the applicable 
Surveillance Requirements of 4.5.2.  

4.5.3.2 All charging pumps and safety injection pumps, except the above 
required OPERABLE pumps, shall be demonstrated inoperable at least once per 
12 hours whenever the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less 
than or equal to 340OF by verifying that the control switch is in the pull to 
lock position.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS 

3/4.5.4 BORON INJECTION SYSTEM 

BORON INJECTION TANK 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.5.4.1 The boron injection tank shall be OPERABLE with: 

a. A contained borated water volume of at least 900 
gallons, 

b. Between 12,950 and 15,750 ppm of boron, and 

c. A minimum solution temperature of 115°F.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.  

ACTION: 

With the boron injection tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status 
within I hour or be in HOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent 
to 1.77% Ak/k at 200*F within the next 6 hours; restore the tank to OPERABLE 
status within the next 7 days or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.  

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS 

4.5.4.1 The boron injection tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by: 

a. Verifying the contained borated water volume at least once per 7 
days, 

b. Verifying the boron concentration of the water in the tank at least 

once per 7 days, and 

c. Verifying the water temperature at least once per 24 hours.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

HEAT TRACING 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.5.4.2 At least two independent channels of heat tracing shall be OPERABLE 
for the boron injection tank and for the heat traced portions of the associated 
flow paths.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

With only one channel of heat tracing on either the boron injection tank or on 
the heat traced portion of an associated flow path OPERABLE, operation may 
continue for up to 30 days provided the tank and flow path temperatures are 
verified to be greater than or equal to 115OF at least once per 8 hours; 
otherwise, be in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12. hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.4.2 Each heat tracing channel for the boron injection tank and associated 
flow path shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 31 days by energizing each heat tracing channel 
and 

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the tank and flow path 
temperatures to be greater than or equal to 115 0 F. The tank tempera
ture shall be determined by measurement. The flow path temperature 
shall be determined by either measurement or recirculation flow 
until establishment of equilibrium temperatures within the tank.

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS 

REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.5.5 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with: 

a. A contained borated water volume of between 475,058 and 487,000 
gallons.  

b. Between 2000 and 2100 ppm of boron, and 

C. A solution temperature between 40*F and 50*F.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

ACTION: 

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE 
status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.5.5 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 7 days by: 

1. Verifying the contained borated water volume in the tank, and 

2. Verifying the boron concentration of the water.  

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature.
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.9.1 With the reactor vessel head unbolted or removed, the boron concen
tration of all filled portions of the Reactor Coolant System and the refueling 
canal shall be maintained uniform and sufficient to ensure that the more 
restrictive of the following reactivity conditions is met: 

a. Either a Kf of 0.95 or less, which includes a 1% delta k/k conser
vative allw nce for uncertainties, or 

b. A boron concentration of greater than or equal to 2000 ppm, which 

includes a 50 ppm conservative allowance for uncertainties.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6*.  

ACTION: 

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately 
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity 
changes and initiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to 10 gpm 
of a solution containing greater than or equal to 12,950 ppm boron or Its 
equivalent until Keff is reduced to less than or equal to 0.95 or the boron 
concentration is restored to greater than or equal to 2000 ppm, whichever is 
the more restrictive. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.9.1.1 The more restrictive of the above two reactivity conditions shall be 
determined prior to: 

a. Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and 

b. Withdrawal of any full length control rod located within the reactor 
pressure vessel, in excess of 3 feet from its fully inserted position.  

4.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the reactor coolant system and the refueling 
canal shall be determined by chemical analysis at least once per 72 hours.  

*The reactor shall be maintained in MODE 6 whenever the reactor vessel 
head is unbolted or removed and fuel is in the reactor vessel.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

INSTRUMENTATION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.9.2 As a minimum, two source range neutron flux monitors shall be operating, 
each with continuous visual indication in the control room and one with audible 
indication in the containment.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.  

ACTION: 

a. With one of the above required monitors inoperable, immediately 
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive 
reactivity changes.

b. With both of the above 
boron concentration of 
12 hours.

required monitors inoperable, determine the 
the reactor coolant system at least once per

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.9.2 Each source rarnge neutron flux monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE 

by performance of: 

a. A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours, 

b. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within 8 hours prior to the initial start 
of CORE ALTERATIONS, and 

c. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 7 days.
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may be suspended 

for measurement of control rod worth and SHUTDOWN MARGIN provided the reactivity 

equivalent to at least the highest estimated control rod worth is available 

for trip insertion from OPERABLE control rod(s).  

.APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.  

ACTION: 

a. With any full length control rod not fully inserted and with less than 

the above reactivity equivalent available for. trip insertion, initiate 

and continue boration at greater than or equal to 10 gpm of a solution 

containing at least 12,950 ppm boron or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN 

MARGIN required by Specification 3,1.1.1 is restored.  

b. With all full length control rods inserted and the reactor subcritical by 

less than the above reactivity equivalent, immediately initiate and 

continue boration at greater than or equal to 10 gpm of a solution containing 

at least 12,950 ppm boron or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN 

required by Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.10.1.1 The position of each control rod either partially or fully withdrawn 

shall be determined at least once per 2 hours.  

4.10.1.2 Each control rod that is not fully inserted shall be demonstrated 

capable of full insertion when tripped from at least 50% withdrawn position 

within 24 hours prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits 

of Specification 3.1.1.1.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

GROUP HEIGHT, INSERTION AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.10.2 The group height, insertion and power distribution limits of 
Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.3.6, 3.2.1 and 3.2.4 may be suspended 
during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided: 

a. The THERMAL POWER is maintained less than or equal to 85% of RATED 
THERMAL POWER, and 

b. The limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are maintained 
and determined at the frequencies specified in Specification 
4.10.2.2 below.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.  

ACTION: 

With any of the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 or 3.2.3 being exceeded while 
the requirements of Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.3.6, 3.2.1 and 3.2.4 
are suspended, either: 

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER sufficient to satisfy the ACTION require
ments of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, or 

b. Be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.10.2.1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less than or equal to 
85% of RATED THERMAL POWER at least once per hour during PHYSICS TESTS.  

4.10.2.2 The Surveillance Requirements of the below listed Specifications 

shall be performed at least once per 12 hours during PHYSICS TESTS.  

a. Specification 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3.  

b. Specification 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS 

The boron injection system ensures that negative reactivity control is 
available during each mode of facility operation. The components required 
to perform this function include 1) borated water sources, 2) charging pumps, 
3) separate flow paths, 4) boric acid transfer pumps, 5) associated heat 
tracing systems, and 6) an emergency power supply from OPERABLE diesel 
generators.  

With the RCS average temperature above 200°F, a minimum of two boron 
injection flow paths are required to ensure single functional capability in 
the event an assumed failure renders one of the flow paths inoperable. The 
boration capability of either flow path is sufficient to provide a SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN from expected operation conditions of 1.6% delta k/k after xenon decay 
and cooldown to 2000 F. The maximum expected boration capability requirement 
occurs at EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires 
6000 gallons of 12,950 ppm borated water from the boric acid storage tanks 
or 70,000 gallons of 2000 ppm borated water from the refueling water 
storage tank.  

With the RCS temperature below 2000 F, one injection system is acceptable 
without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity 
condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting CORE 
ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity change in the event the single injection 
system becomes inoperable.  

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump to be 
OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement to verify all charging pumps except 
the required OPERABLE pump to be inoperable below 340°F provides assurance 
that a mass addition pressure transient can be relieved by the operation of 
a single PORV.  

The boron capability required below 200OF is sufficient to provide a 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of 1.77 delta k/k after xenon decay and cooldown from 2000F 
to 1400 F. This condition requires either 1378 gallons of 12,950 ppm borated 
water from the boric acid storage tanks or 9690 gallons of 2000 ppm borated 
water from the refueling water storage tank.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

The contained water volume limits include allowance for water not avail
able because of discharge line location and other physical characteristics.  
The OPERABILITY of one boron injection system during REFUELING insures that 
this system is available for reactivity control while in MODE 6.  

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the 
RWST also ensure a pH value of between 8.5 and 11.0 for the--solution re
circulated within the containment after a LOCA. This pH minimizes the 
evolution of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress 
corrosion on mechanical systems and components.  

At least one charging pump must remain operable at all times when the 
opposite unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3 or 4. This is required to maintain the 
charging pump cross-connect system operational.  

3/4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES 

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) acceptable power 
distribution limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is 
maintained, and (3) limit the potential effects of rod misalignment on 
associated accident analyses. OPERABILITY of the control rod position 
indicators is required to determine control rod positions and thereby 
ensure compliance with the control rod alignment and insertion limits.  

The ACTION statements which permit limited variations from the basic 
requirements are accompanied by additional restrictions which ensure that 
the original design criteria are met. Misalignment of a rod requires 
measurement of peaking factors or a restriction in THERMAL POWER; either 
of these restrictions provides assurance of fuel rod integrity during 
continued operation. In addition those accident analyses affected by a 
misaligned rod are reevaluated to confirm that the results remain valid 
during future operation.  

Control rod positions and OPERABILITY of the rod position indicators 
are required to be verified on a nominal basis of once per 12 hours with 
more frequent verifications required if an automatic monitoring channel is 
inoperable. These verification frequencies are adequate for assuring that 
the applicable LCO's are satisfied.  

The maximum rod drop time restriction is consistent with the assumed 
rod drop time used in the accident analyses. Measurement with Tay5 greater 
than or equal to 500OF and with all reactor coolant pumps operatin ensures 
that the measured drop times will be representative of insertion times 
experienced during a reactor trip at operating conditions.
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BASES 

3/4.5.1 ACCUMULATORS 

The OPERABILITY of each RCS accumulator ensures that a sufficient volume 
of borated water will be immediately forced into the reactor core through 
each of the cold legs in the event the RCS pressure falls below the 
pressure of the accumulators. This initial surge of water into the core 
provides the initial cooling mechanism during large RCS pipe ruptures.  

The limits on accumulator volume, boron concentration and pressure 
ensure that the assumptions used for accumulator injection in the safety 
analysis are met.  

The accumulator power operated isolation valves are considered to be 
"operating bypasses" in the context of IEEE Std. 279-1971, which requires 
that bypasses of a protective function be removed automatically whenever 
permissive conditions are not met. In addition, as these accumulator 
isolation valves fail to meet single failure criteria, removal of power 
to the valves is required.  

The limits for'operation with an accumulator inoperable for any reason 
except an isolation valve closed minimizes the time exposure of the 

',.plant to a LOCA event occurring concurrent with failure of an additional 
accumulator which may result in unacceptable peak cladding temperatures.  
If a closed isolation valve cannot be immediately opened, the full 
capability of one accumulator is not available and prompt action is 
required to place the reactor in a mode where this capability is not 
required.  

3/4.5.2 and 3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of two independent ECCS subsystems ensures that suf
ficient emergency core cooling capability will be available in the event 
of a LOCA assuming the loss of one subsystem through any single failure 
consideration. Either subsystem operating in conjunction with the 
accumulators is capable of supplying sufficient core cooling to limit 
the peak cladding temperatures within acceptable limits for all post
ulated break sizes ranging from the double ended break of the largest 
RCS cold leg pipe downward. In addition, each ECCS subsystem provides 
long term core cooling capability in the recirculation mode during the 
accident recovery period.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BASES 

With the RCS temperature below 350°F, one OPERABLE ECCS subsystem is acceptable 
without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity 
condition of the reactor and the limited core cooling requirements.  

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump and one low 
head safety injection pump to be OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement 
to verify all charging pumps and low head safety injection pumps except the 
required OPERABLE pump to be inoperable below 340°F provides assurance that a 
mass addition pressure transient can be relieved by the operation of a single 
PORV.  

The Surveillance Requirements provided to ensure OPERABILITY of each component 
ensures that at a minimum, the assumptions used in the safety analyses are met 
and that subsystem OPERABILITY is maintained. Surveillance requirements for 
throttle valve position stops and flow balance testing provide assurance that 
proper ECCS flows will be maintained in the event of a LOCA. Maintenance of 
proper flow resistance and pressure drop in the piping system to each injection 
point is necessary to: (1) prevent total pump flow from exceeding runout 
conditions when the system Is in its minimum resistance configuration, (2) 
provide the proper flow split between injection points in accordance with the 
assumptions used in the ECCS-LOCA analyses, and (3) provide an acceptable 
level of total ECCS flow to all injection points equal to or above that assumed 
in the ECCS-LOCA analyses.  

3/4.5.4 BORON INJECTION SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the boron injection system as part of the ECCS ensures that 
sufficient negative reactivity is injected into the core to counteract any 
positive increase in reactivity caused by RCS system cooldown. RCS cooldown 
can be caused by inadvertent depressurization, a loss-of-coolant accident or a 
steam line rupture.  

The limits on injection tank minimum contained volume and boron concentration 
ensure that the assumptions used in the steam line break analysis are met.  
The contained water volume limit includes an allowance for water not usable 
because of tank discharge line location or other physical characteristics.  

The OPERABILITY of the redundant heat tracing channels associated with the 
boron injection system ensure that the solubility of the boron solution will 
be maintained above the solubility limit of 111°F at 15,750 ppm boron.
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0 .UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATED TO AMENDMENT NOS. 68 AND 54 TO 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NOS. NPF-4 AND NPF-7 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

OLD DOMINION ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION, UNITS NO. 1 AND NO. 2 

DOCKET NOS. 50-338 AND 50-339 

Introduction: 

By letter dated March 11, 1985 (Serial No. 85-086), the Virginia Electric and 

Power Company (the licensee) proposed a change to the Technical Specifications 

(TS) for the North Anna Power Station, Units No. 1 and No. 2 (NA-1&2) 

Specifically, the proposed changes would revise the NA-1&2 TS by reducing the 

minimum boron concentration in the Boron Injection Tank and in the boric acid 

system from the presently specified range of 11.5% to 13.0% (by weight) to 

a proposed range of 7.4% to 9.0% (by weight).  

Discussion: 

The Boron Injection Tank (BIT) is incorporated into the NA Safety Injection 

(SI) system to mitigate the consequences of Postulated Steam Line Break (SLB) 

events by purging highly concentrated boric acid solution into the Reactor 

Coolant System (RCS). The purpose of the boric acid system is to provide an 

inventory of concentrated boric acid for (1) chemical shim reactivity control, 

(2) providing makeup to the reactor coolant system, refueling water storage 

tank, spent fuel pit and refueling cavity as necessary, and (3) recirculation 
of boric acid through the BIT via the boric acid transfer pumps. The system 

is shared between NA-1&2.  

The licensee has submitted a request for TS changes including reduction of 

the boric acid concentration in the BIT and concentrated boric acid system.  

The boric acid concentration would be reduced from a range of 11.5% - 13.0% 

(by weight) to a range of 7.4% - 9.0% (by weight). The minimum specified 
boron acid tank (BAT) temperature would be reduced from 145 degrees 
Fahrenheit (*F) to 115°F. The licensee's proposed TS changes include 
increasing the minimum allowable BAT inventory associated with each unit from 

4,200 gallons to 6,000 gallons. This would preserve the capability for cold 

shutdown at any time in core life, with the most reactive control rod 

assembly withdrawn from the core.  
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The licensee stated that the requested reduction in required boric acid 
concentration for the BIT and the boric acid system will improve heat tracing 
system performance by reducing the temperature that must be maintained to 
prevent boron precipitation and by reducing system heat losses. Fewer heat 
tracing failures, fewer line blockages, and less leakage due to boron 
precipitation and corrosion will increase the system's reliability and reduce 
future radiation exposures for station personnel. Also, this change will 
reduce the time required to dilute the RCS following an inadvertent actuation 
of the safety injection. This will reduce the amount of letdown which must 
be processed by the boron recovery and waste handling systems.  

The existing NA accident analysis events, presented in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), were evaluated for potential impact from the 
proposed reduction of boron concentration in the BIT and BAT. The events 
reanalyzed with the proposed reduction in boron concentration included spurious 
operation of the Safety Injection System (SIS) at power, the main steam line 
break event, and accidental depressurization of the main steam system.  

The evaluation of the inadvertent operation of the SIS at power event 
incorporated the assumptions in the existing UFSAR analysis along with the 
revised boron concentration of the BIT. It was determined that lowering the 
boron concentration in the BIT affects the timing for this transient and 
reduces the rate of reactivity change. Limits to the primary system pressure 
and minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) were not challenged 
by this event. The results are found acceptable.  

The proposed reduction in boron concentration for the BIT does impact the 
results for the main steam line break events. Each steam line has an 
isolation valve and a nonreturn check valve downstream. These valves prevent 
blowdown of more than one steam generator for any break location even if one 
valve fails to close. The break flow decreases with decreasing steam 
generator pressure. The energy extracted from the RCS leads to a reduction 
of both the primary coolant temperature and pressure. The feedback from the 
negative moderator coefficient results in an increase in reactivity and 
decrease in shutdown margin. The analysis assumed the most reactive rod 
cluster control assembly to be stuck in its fully withdrawn position. As a 
result of the stuck rod cluster and asymmetric coolant temperature across the 
reactor vessel, the power peaking factors are abnormally high. The core is 
ultimately shut down by the boric acid delivered by the SIS.  

The core heat flux and reactor coolant system temperature and pressure 
resulting from the steam line break (SLB) were calculated with the RETRAN 
computer code. The methodology employed is further described in the 
licensee's letter dated March 11, 1985. SLB analyses were performed for four 
transients. The analyses indicate return to criticality for all four 
transients, with the highest peak heat flux at 23.7% achieved for a large SLB 
initiated at zero power with offsite power available.
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For the four transients analyzed, the Westinghouse W-3 correlation was used 
in conjunction with the licensee's version of the COBRA core thermal 
hydraulics code to determine the margin to DNB. The W-3 correlation is 
generally considered valid between pressures of 1000 to 2300 pounds per 
square Inch gauge (psig). The resulting RCS pressure in one transient did 
drop to 910 psig. Although the staff has not approved the use of the W-3 
correlation below pressures of 1000 psig, the calculated DNBRs were 
appreciably higher than the W-3 1.30 limit, and the staff believes that there 
is sufficient conservatism in the NA steam line break calculations to assure 
that DNB will not occur. Thus, no consequential clad perforation is 
expected. As such, the requirements of Standard Review Plan (SRP) 15.1.5 are 
met. An evaluation for accidental depressurization of the main steam system, 
as would occur during a spurious opening, with failure to close, of the 
largest of any single steam dump, relief, or safety valve, was also performed 
for the proposed boron concentration reduction. As for the SLB event, the 
energy extracted from the RCS causes a reduction of primary system coolant 
temperature and pressure. In the presence of a negative moderator 
temperature coefficient, the cooldown results in a reduction of core shutdown 
margin. This analysis was performed to demonstrate that, assuming a stuck 
rod cluster control assembly and a single failure in the engineered safety 
features, the fuel will remain intact (the minimum DNBR remains above 1.30).  
The COBRA and RETRAN codes were used for these analyses and the methodology 
Is further described in the licensee's letter dated March 11, 1985.  

Evaluation: 

The staff has reviewed and finds acceptable VEPCO's submittal for reducing 
the boron concentration in both the boron injection tank (BIT) and the boric 
acid tank (BAT) from 11.5% - 13.0% (by weight) to 7.4% - 9.0% (by weight).  
The analyses do show that the reduction of the boron concentration in the 
boron injection tank and the boric acid tanks result in a slight increase in 
the accident consequences (i.e., a small return-to-power for the accidental 
depressurization of the main steam system). However, the results of these 
analyses show that all of the acceptance criteria for these types of 
transients are met as shown in Chapter 15 of the NA-1&2 UFSAR and the SRP.  

Also we find the reduction in the BAT temperature from 145°F to 115°F to be 
acceptable since the system modification will improve heat tracing system 
performance which must be maintained to prevent boron precipitation. In 
addition, we find acceptable the increase in the minimum BAT inventory from 
4,200 gallons to 6,000 gallons in order that the capability for cold shutdown 
at any time in core life will be preserved.  

The analytical methodology used in evaluating the consequences from postulated 
steam line breaks is undergoing staff review. Our review at this time 
indicates reasonable assurance that the conclusions based on the licensee's 
submittal will not be appreciably altered by completion of this review.
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Therefore, based on our review of the applicant's analysis, we find the 
proposed systems modifications and TS changes to be acceptable.  

Environmental Consideration 

These amendments involve a change in the installation or use of a facility 
component located within the restricted area as defined in 10 CFR Part 20.  
The staff has determined that the amendments involve no significant increase 
in the amounts, and no significant change in the types, of any effluents 
that may be released offsite, and that there is no significant increase 
in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. The 
Commission has previously published a proposed finding that these amendments 
involve no significant hazards consideration and there has been no public 
comment on such finding. Accordingly, these amendments meet the eligibility 
criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR §51.22(c)(9). Pursuant 
to 10 CFR §51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or environmental 
assessment need be prepared in connection with the issuance of these amendments.  

Conclusion: 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that (1) there 
is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be 
endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (2) such activities will 
be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations, and the issuance 
of the amendments will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to 
the health and safety of the public.  

Date: September 9, 1985 

Principal Contributors: 
K. Goetz 
A. Guttman


